Advanced Microsoft IaaS Support
Advanced Microsoft Azure Infrastructre As A Service (IaaS) &
Office 365 Support For Your In-House Technical Team

“

A great technical
asset for us - an
amazing amount of
Microsoft knowledge
and a lightning
response

Softwerx is the UK’s leading Microsoft Cloud
infrastructure and security specialist.
Our Advanced Microsoft IaaS Support service provides
a third-line engineering response for busy in-house IT
teams. That means providing you the
in-depth technical support you need, when you need
it.
Whether your team is working on-premise via the
cloud or hybrid, typical advanced support scenarios
could involve:

IT Manager
Leading UK Insurance Provider

resolving serious faults and troubleshooting
planning an infrastructure upgrade
managing a cloud migration

The Benefits
Unlimited
Support
Unlimited technical
support on all aspects
of your Microsoft
Azure and Office 365
environment.

Save Money
and Time
One monthly fee
will cover all your
Microsoft Azure
needs so you can
divert resources to
other areas.
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Proactive
Service
Get best practice
advice on cloud
migrations and
infrastructure
projects.
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Expert
Advice
Softwerx is a
Microsoft Gold
Partner, holding
multiple expert
competencies with 20
years experience.

+44 (0) 1223 834 333

Why Choose Our Advanced Microsoft IaaS Service...
The Solution

The Challenge
Microsoft cloud and hybrid environments
are becoming evermore complex to design
and support.

We can help leverage more from your
existing Microsoft assets.

Recruiting, training and managing an ever
larger in-house technical support team is
difficult and expensive.

Microsoft Azure and 365 support is our
core business. Use it for advanced support,
advice or just covering gaps in your team.

When you need support urgently, you
can’t rely on a telephone answering
service.

We’ll answer the phone in three rings, and
you’ll be speaking directly to an expert in
minutes, not hours.

GET IN
TOUCH

Get unlimited advanced Microsoft technical
support and guidance from just £950 per month.
Start now by calling 01223 834 333 or email
info@softwerx.com.

Our core business is Microsoft.
We’ve been helping forward-thinking businesses modernise and
secure their Microsoft environments for over 20 years.

Find out how we can
support you - call us on
01223 834 333.
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